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• When users are interested in ﬁnding interesting mechanisms underlying the data, as is often the case in data mining: Users want to obtain useful insights through ﬁtting
machine learning models to data. Highly interpretable
models are essential if we are to obtain insights from
them.

Abstract
In machine learning, rule models are one of the most popular
choices when model interpretability is the primary concern.
Ordinary, a single model is obtained by solving an optimization problem, and the resulting model is interpreted as the
one that best explains the data. In this study, instead of ﬁnding a single rule model, we propose algorithms for enumerating multiple rule models. Model enumeration is useful in
practice when (i) users want to choose a model that is particularly suited to their task knowledge, or (ii) users want to
obtain several possible mechanisms that could be underlying
the data to use as hypotheses for further scientiﬁc studies.
To this end, we propose two enumeration algorithms: an approximate algorithm and an exact algorithm. We prove that
these algorithms can enumerate models in a descending order
of their objective function values approximately and exactly.
We then conﬁrm our theoretical results through experiments
on real-world data. We also show that, by using the proposed
enumeration algorithms, we can ﬁnd several different models
of almost equal quality.

1

Of the various machine learning models, rule models,
such as decision trees (Breiman et al. 1984; Quinlan 2014),
rule lists (Rivest 1987; Letham et al. 2015; Angelino et al.
2017) and rule sets (Li, Shen, and Topor 2002; Lakkaraju,
Bach, and Leskovec 2016), are preferred when model interpretability is the primary concern. These models describe
their predictions using “if-then” rules (see Figure 1 for examples). Because of their simple structures, it is easy for
humans to understand how these models behave.
In this study, instead of ﬁnding a single rule model, we
enumerate several rule models with different structures that
perform almost equally well. Enumerating rule models is
helpful from both model reliability and data mining perspectives, for the following reasons.

Introduction

• Model reliability: In many real-world tasks, we usually
believe that the single model we have found is the one
that best ﬁts the data. This, however, is not always the
case when we take the user’s domain knowledge into account: sometimes, the model is counterintuitive, making
it difﬁcult to rely on. In such cases, enumerating a variety of models and then selecting the one that best ﬁts the
domain knowledge will help to improve the user’s trust in
the model.

Background and Motivation Machine learning models
are nowadays ubiquitous in society. They have a wide
range of applications, in ﬁelds such as medical diagnosis (Ong, Wang, and Mu 2014), judicial decisions (Jordan
and Freiburger 2015), and education (Lakkaraju et al. 2015),
to name a few. While these models are expected to make accurate predictions, we often face another concern, namely
the interpretability of the models. That is, we want humans
to be able to easily understand the information contained in
the models. The need for model interpretability is particularly strong in some practical situations, such as the following (Kim 2015; Doshi-Velez and Kim 2017).

• Data understanding: For many real-world datasets, there
exist multiple rule models that can explain the data almost equally well. Thus, by considering several rule models, we can gain many more important insights into the
data than would have been possible with just a single rule
model.

• When machine learning models are used to support user
decision making: If the model is a complete black-box,
users have no way of verifying that the model is correct.
Interpretable models allow humans to check whether or
not the models are reliable. Moreover, with interpretable
models, users can ﬁnd and correct undesirable biases or
bugs contained in the models based on task knowledge.

Contributions In this study, we make the following contributions.
1. We formulate a rule model enumeration problem as enumerating rule models in descending order of their objective function values (Section 3).
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Rule List
IF (sex = Male ∧ juvenile-crimes > 0) THEN recidivate-withintwo-years = Yes
ELSE IF (priors > 3) THEN recidivate-within-two-years = Yes
ELSE recidivate-within-two-years = No

Rule Set
IF (sex = Male ∧ current-charge-degree = Felony)
OR (priors > 3)
THEN recidivate-within-two-years = Yes

Figure 1: Example of rule list (left) and rule set (right) learned from the same COMPAS dataset (see Section 6).
2. We propose an efﬁcient approximate rule model enumeration algorithm (Section 4). The proposed algorithm gives
a certain approximation guarantee when the targeting rule
model can be learned with a guaranteed approximation
ratio.

Ruggieri (2017), so we focus on enumerating rule lists and
rule sets in this study. Here, we review some of the possible
learning methods for rule models.
We ﬁrst give a general formulation of rule model learning
problems. Suppose there is a set of itemsets T = {tj }Jj=1 ⊆
2[L] , where each itemset tj indicates an association between data and its category, i.e., tj ⊆ x ⇒ y = 0 or
tj ⊆ x ⇒ y = 1 for j ∈ [J]. Such a set T can be found,
e.g., by using association rule mining (Agrawal, Imieliński,
and Swami 1993; Agrawal and Srikant 1994) or emerging
pattern mining (Dong and Li 1999; Dong and Bailey 2012;
Komiyama et al. 2017). Then, learning the rule list or the
rule set can generally be expressed as the following maximization problem:

3. We propose an exact enumeration algorithm for rule models whose objective functions are submodular (Section 5).
While the exact algorithm can be too slow for large problems, one of the advantages of having an exact algorithm
is that it allows us to evaluate the quality of the models
found by the approximate method.
4. We conduct experiments to conﬁrm our theoretical results. We also show that, by using the proposed enumeration algorithms, we can ﬁnd several different models of
almost equal quality.

max f (m),

We note that model enumeration is an emerging topic
in recent years. In our previous study (Hara and Maehara
2017), we proposed an algorithm for enumerating sparse linear models. An enumeration algorithm for decision trees was
proposed by Ruggieri (2017).

where FT is the set of all rule models, such as rule lists and
rule sets, that can be expressed using the set T . We later
show examples of m and FT .
Rule List Rule lists are models that present their predictions in “if-then-else” format, as shown in Figure 1. A
rule list of length I can be expressed using two parameters Z = {z1 , z2 , . . . , zI } and U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uI } where
zi ∈ {0, 1} and ui ∈ T , as follows:

g(x|Z, U ) =
zi cap(x|U, i),
(2)

Settings and Notations In this paper, for simplicity, we
focus on binary classiﬁcation of categorical data, but this can
be naturally extended to multi-class classiﬁcation. The algorithms described in this paper can also be applied to realvalued data by using discretization techniques (Srikant and
Agrawal 1996; Fukuda et al. 1996; Rastogi and Shim 2002).
Suppose there are total of L items. We denote the set of all
items by [L] = {1, 2, . . . , L} and its power set by 2[L] . Let
(x, y) ∈ 2[L] × {0, 1} be an input-output pair for the prediction problem. Here, x ∈ 2[L] is an itemset, and y ∈ {0, 1}
is the class category corresponding to x. We then consider
ﬁnding a model m ∈ F that maximizes the objective function f (m), where F is the set of feasible models. For the
maximization problem maxm∈F f (m), we say that m ∈ F
is an α-approximate solution if f (m) ≥ αf (m∗ ) where
α ∈ [0, 1] and m∗ = argmaxm∈F f (m). We refer to α
as an approximation ratio. For a proposition a, I(a) denotes
the indicator of a, i.e., I(a) = 1 if a is true, and I(a) = 0 if
a is false

2

(1)

m∈FT

i∈[I]

where



cap(x|U, i) =

1 if (ui ⊆ x) ∧


i ∈[i−1]


(ui ⊆ x) ,

0 otherwise.
(3)

Here, cap(x|U, i) = 1 means that the input x does not match
the ﬁrst i − 1 lines of the rule list, but is captured by the i-th
line. The rule list model g(x|Z, U ) then returns the corresponding label zi as output. We note that, usually, the last
line of the rule list is just “else” without any other condition,
which can be realized by setting uI = ∅.
A recent study proposed formulating the task of learning a rule list as combinatorial problem (Angelino et al.
2017). While the original problem was formulated as a minimization problem, here we consider the following equivalent
maximization problem so that the formulation to be consistent with (1).

Preliminaries

Three major types of rule models are used for building
interpretable models: decision trees (Breiman et al. 1984;
Quinlan 2014), rule lists (Rivest 1987; Letham et al. 2015;
Angelino et al. 2017), and rule sets (Li, Shen, and Topor
2002; Lakkaraju, Bach, and Leskovec 2016). An enumeration method for decision trees has recently been studied by

max

Z∈{0,1}I ,U ∈T I
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N
1 
I(y (n) = g(x(n) |Z, U )) − ρI. (4)
N n=1

This is the problem of maximizing regularized classiﬁcation
accuracy, where {x(n) , y (n) }N
n=1 is the training set and ρ is
a regularization parameter that penalizes the length of the
resulting rule list. Here, m = (Z, U ) and FT = {0, 1}I ×T I
in the formulation of the problem (1).
An efﬁcient optimization algorithm called CORELS (Angelino et al. 2017; Larus-Stone 2017) has been proposed for
ﬁnding globally optimal rule lists by using several pruning
techniques.

straint on the model size that means the length of the resulting rule set will be at most I. To describe which itemsets
in T are used for the model m, we deﬁne the “support” of
the model m as supp(m) := {tj ; tj appears in m} ⊆ T .
Speciﬁcally, supp(m) = U if m = (Z, U ) is a rule list and
supp(m) = V if m = V is a rule set.
For a given subset S ⊆ T , we consider the problem (1)
with an additional constraint supp(m) ⊆ S:
max f (m), s.t. supp(m) ⊆ S.

m∈FT

Rule Set In contrast with rule list, rule sets present their
predictions in an “if-or-then” format, as shown in Figure 1.
A recent study proposed formulating the task of learning
a rule set as a non-monotone submodular function maximization problem (Lakkaraju, Bach, and Leskovec 2016),
and presented a polynomial-time approximation algorithm
for solving this maximization problem.
In this paper, for simplicity, we consider the following simpliﬁed version of the rule set learning method of
Lakkaraju, Bach, and Leskovec (2016). Speciﬁcally, we focus on learning a rule set that describes the category y = 1.
Such a rule set, of length I, can be described using V =
{v1 , v2 , . . . , vI }, vi ∈ T as

1 if ∃i ∈ [I], vi ⊆ x,
g(x|V ) =
(5)
0 otherwise.

We note that this problem is equivalent to the problem (1)
with its model class restricted to FS . In this study, we assume that we are given a solution algorithm Algα to solve
the problem (1), which can also be used to solve the problem
(7) by replacing T with S: for a given set S, Algα returns
one of solution models m ∈ FS for Problem (1), which we
write as m = Algα (S). In this study, we assume that a solution algorithm Algα satisﬁes the following property.
Assumption 1. The solution algorithm Algα : 2T → FT
has the following properties:
(i) It returns an α-approximate solution.
∈
2T , Algα (S)
=
Algα (S  ) if
(ii) ∀S, S 

supp(Algα (S)) ⊆ S ⊆ S.
We note that Assumption (ii) requires the output of
Algα to be independent of redundant elements S \
supp(Algα (S)). Assumption 1 holds both on rule list and
rule set learning algorithms presented in Section 2. If the
model is a rule list, one can use CORELS (Angelino et al.
2017) as Algα with α = 1. If the model is a rule set, one
can use a greedy method as Algα with α = 1 − 1/e for the
formulation (6), and the ﬁltered search method (Chen, Chen,
and Weinberger 2015) as Algα with an arbitrary α.
We now formulate our enumeration problem. Here, we
let Mall = {Algα (S); S ∈ 2T } be the set of all models
that can be obtained by using Algα . The problem is then
formulated as enumerating models in Mall in descending
order of their objective function values.
Problem 2 (Model Enumeration). Find a set of models
M = {m(1) , m(2) , . . .} ⊆ Mall such that supp(m(k) ) =
supp(m() ) and f (m(k) ) ≥ f (m() ) for 1 ≤ k < .
In the next two sections, we propose two enumeration algorithms: an approximate algorithm and an exact algorithm.
We also prove the correctness of the proposed algorithms
deﬁned below, which is essential for a valid enumeration.
Deﬁnition 3 (Correctness of Enumeration). The set of enumerated models M = {m(1) , m(2) , . . .} is α-correct when
the following two conditions hold, where α ∈ [0, 1]:

This rule set can be learned by solving the following optimization problem:
1 
g(x(n) |V ), s.t. |V | ≤ I,
(6)
max
V ⊆T |N+ |
n∈N+

where N+ := {n; y (n) = 1}. Here, m = V and FT =

T
in the formulation of the problem (1), where
i∈[I] i
T
i := {V ⊆ T ; |V | = i}.
The problem (6) is equivalent to the well-known maximum coverage problem (Feige 1998) under a cardinality constraint: |N1+ | n∈N+ g(x(n) |V ) is the fraction of
positively-categorized training data that is covered by the
set V . This function is known to be a monotone submodular
function that can be approximated, with an approximation
ratio of α = 1 − 1/e, using a greedy algorithm (Nemhauser,
Wolsey, and Fisher 1978; Hochbaum 1996). One can also
use the ﬁltered search method (Chen, Chen, and Weinberger
2015) to solve the problem (6) with an arbitrary approximation ratio α.

3

(7)

Problem Formulation

In this section, we formulate our rule model enumeration
problem.
An important observation about the problem (1) is that,
usually, the model m derived by solving the optimization
problem uses only a fraction of the set T for the model description. For example, the problem (4) has a regularization
term that penalizes the length of the rule list, so the resulting rule lists will tend to use a small subset of T . Similarly, the problem (6) imposes an explicit cardinality con-

• Necessity: ∀k,  ∈ [|M|], k <  ⇒ f (m(k) ) ≥
αf (m() ).
• Sufﬁciency: ∀m ∈ Mall , m ∈ M if ∃m ∈ M such that
αf (m) > f (m ).
The necessity is a guarantee that the models are enumerated in a descending order of their objective function values
approximately (α < 1) or exactly (α = 1). The sufﬁciency
is a guarantee that no models are missed while enumeration
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Table 1: Correctness of the proposed enumeration algorithms, where α is an approximation ratio of Algα .

Rule List
(Problem (4))
Rule Set
(Problem (6))

Approximate
Algorithm
(Section 4)

Exact
Algorithm
(Section 5)

α-correct

(Not Applicable)

α-correct

1-correct

Algorithm 1 Approximate Enumeration Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

approximately (α < 1) or exactly (α = 1). Table 1 summarizes the correctness of the proposed enumeration algorithms.

4

Approximate Enumeration Algorithm

In this section, we propose an approximate algorithm for
solving Problem 2. The proposed algorithm is applicable to
any algorithm Algα with any α ∈ [0, 1] as long as it satisﬁes
Assumption 1. This setting is practical because the problem
(7) is usually a combinatorial optimization which tends to
require exponential time to solve exactly, while the approximate solutions can be obtained in a polynomial time in many
situations.
Before we describe the algorithm, we summarize the pros
and cons of the approximate enumeration algorithm:
Pros. It is computationally efﬁcient because it requires
Algα to return only an approximate solution.
Cons. The enumeration is α-correct, i.e., it is correct only
approximately unless α = 1.
We now turn to details of the algorithm. The algorithm
is based on Lawler’s framework (Lawler 1972), which
was previously used for enumerating feature selection results (Hara and Maehara 2017). In Lawler’s framework, we
successively computes the solution and then constructs subproblems that exclude the obtained solution.
The approximate enumeration algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 1, which is an application of our previous algorithm for sparse linear models (Hara and Maehara 2017)
to rule models. In this algorithm, we maintain a heap
data structure that stores pairs of a tuple and its priority
value: a tuple consists of one model and two subsets of T ,
(m, S, F ) ∈ FT × 2T × 2T , where m = Algα (S). The priority value of the tuple (m, S, F ) is f (m) and the heap pops
a tuple with the maximum priority value. The set F is used
to avoid inserting the same candidate set S into to the data
structure twice.
The algorithm starts by computing a model without any
support constraint m = Algα (T ), and inserting the tuple
(m, T, ∅) into the heap. The algorithm then repeats the following steps until a given termination condition is met.
1. Extract a tuple (m, S, F ) with the maximum priority
value f (m) from the heap (line 5).
2. Output m as the k-th model if it has not already been output (lines 7–8).
3. “Branch” the search space: compute m = Algα (S \
{tj }) and insert the result into the heap for tj ∈ supp(m)
(lines 15–19).

Compute m = Algα (T ).
Insert (m, T, ∅) into the heap.
M←∅
for k = 1, 2, . . . do
Extract (m, S, F ) from the heap.

/* output m as the k-th solution m(k) */

if m ∈
/ M then
M ← M ∪ {m}
end if

/* terminate when a certain condition is met */

if Terminate(M) is True then
break
end if

/* branch the search space */

for tj ∈ supp(m) and tj ∈ F do
Compute m = Algα (S \ {tj }).
Insert (m , S \ {tj }, F ) into the heap.
F ← F ∪ {tj }
end for
end for

The most important step in the algorithm is the third step,
where we branch the search space. From Assumption 1(ii),
if a set S  satisﬁes supp(m) ⊆ S  ⊆ S, m is also the solution to Algα (S  ). We therefore branch the search space
in shrinking directions S \ {tj }. The set F is used to avoid
enumerating the same set multiple times, which is achieved
by skipping branching on any tj ∈ F . Enumeration stops
when a certain condition is met, e.g., when a certain number of models has been enumerated (Terminate(M) =
“|M| > K”), or the quality of the solution is a factor of θ
worse than the best solution found so far (Terminate(M) =
“ minm∈M f (m) ≤ θ maxm∈M f (m)”). We note that Algorithm 1 is complete: it enumerates all models m ∈ Mall
if it is not terminated (Hara and Maehara 2017).
Correctness We prove the correctness of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 4. Algorithm 1 is α-correct, where α is an approximation ratio of Algα .
Proof. Necessity: Consider the step at which m(k) is extracted from the heap. Then, there are two possible situations: either m() is in the heap or it is not.
In the ﬁrst case, f (m(k) ) ≥ f (m() ) holds by the deﬁnition of the heap. Hence, f (m(k) ) ≥ αf (m() ) follows from
α ∈ [0, 1].
In the second case, there exists a tuple (m , S  , F  ) in
the heap such that m() is obtained from its branches, i.e.,
(m , S  , F  ) is a descent of (m() , S () , F () ). Here, we note
that f (m(k) ) ≥ f (m ) holds by the deﬁnition of the heap.
Let m∗ (S  ) and m∗ (S () ) be the exact maximum solutions
to the problem (7) with S  and S () , respectively. Then,
f (m∗ (S  )) ≥ f (m∗ (S () )) holds because S () is a branch
of S  , i.e., S () ⊂ S  . Moreover, f (m ) ≥ αf (m∗ (S  ))
holds from Assumption 1(i). From these results, we have
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f (m(k) ) ≥ f (m ) ≥ αf (m∗ (S  )) ≥ αf (m∗ (S () )) ≥
αf (m() ), which proves the necessity.
Sufﬁciency: Thanks to the completeness of Algorithm 1,
M = Mall holds if we don’t terminate the algorithm. We denote M = {m(1) , . . . , m(K) } and Mall =
{m(1) , . . . , m(W ) }: M is the ﬁrst K models of Mall . We
also denote the model with the minimum objective function value as m(k) where k = argmink∈[K] f (m(k) ). We
here assume that there exists  ∈ [W ] such that  > k
and αf (m() ) > f (m(k) ). From the necessity and the fact
 > k, we have f (m(k) ) ≥ αf (m() ); however, it is in apparent conﬂict with the assumption αf (m() ) > f (m(k) ).
Consequently, there exits no  ∈ [W ] such that  > k and
αf (m() ) > f (m(k) ), which proves the sufﬁciency.

the model space obeys cardinality, matroid, or knapsack constraints. We note that these assumptions are all valid for the
formulation of Lakkaraju, Bach, and Leskovec (2016) and
for the problem (6).
In the proposed exact enumeration algorithm, which is
based on the best-ﬁrst search, we use the heuristic function
h(m) : FT → [0, +∞). Here, the heuristic function h(m)
is the amount how much we overestimate the quality of the
model m during enumeration. In the ﬁltered search, we assume that h(m) satisﬁes the following critical admissibility
condition (Chen, Chen, and Weinberger 2015).
Deﬁnition 5 (Critical Admissibility). The heuristic function
h(m) is critically admissible if and only if, for all m ∈ FT ,
it satisﬁes
/ FT , ∀tj ∈ T,
CA1. h(m) = 0, if f (tj |m) ≤ 0 or mj ∈

f (tj |m), otherwise.
CA2. h(m) ≥
max

Applications As a special case of Algorithm 1, it can be
1-correct if we use an exact algorithm as Algα with α = 1.
For example, one can use CORELS (Angelino et al. 2017)
as an exact algorithm for rule lists and the ﬁltered search
method (Chen, Chen, and Weinberger 2015) with α = 1 for
rule sets. For rule sets, Algorithm 1 is also (1 − 1/e)-correct
if we use a greedy method as Algα to solve the problem (6).

5

P ⊆T :mP ∈FT

tj ∈P

If the value of the heuristic function h(m) is zero, this
means that the model m cannot be improved by the addition of an itemset tj (CA1), which implies that the model
m is locally optimal. On the other hand, a positive heuristic
function h(m) implies that the model m can be improved
without violating any constraints (CA2). Examples of critically admissible heuristic functions can be found in Chen,
Chen, and Weinberger (2015).
The proposed exact enumeration algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 2. Intuitively, we search for local optima using
the heuristic function, and output them in descending order
of their objective function values. Throughout the algorithm,
we maintain a heap data structure that stores pairs of a model
m ∈ FT and its priority value. The priority value of the
model m is f (m) + h(m) and the heap pops a model with
the maximum priority value.
The algorithm starts by inserting an empty set to the heap
as the initial model. Then, the algorithm repeats the following steps until a given termination condition is met.
1. Extract a model m with the maximum priority value
f (m) + h(m) from the heap (line 4).
2. Output m as the k-th model if h(m) = 0 (lines 5–7).
3. “Branch” the search space: insert mj into the heap for
j > max{j; tj ∈ supp(m)} (lines 14–16).
The most important step in the algorithm is the third step,
where we branch the search space. The heuristic function
h(m) is positive as long as the model m can be improved
by adding some itemset to the model. We therefore add each
itemset tj to the current model m in turn and insert the resulting model mj into the heap.

Exact Enumeration Algorithm

In this section, we propose an exact enumeration algorithm
for solving Problem 2. We note that, although Algorithm 1
can be 1-correct if we use an exact algorithm as Algα , it can
be computationally inefﬁcient for rule sets when we use the
ﬁltered search method (Chen, Chen, and Weinberger 2015)
as Algα . This is because the search space of the ﬁltered
search highly overlaps between independent runs of Algα
in Algorithm 1, i.e., it searches for same solution candidates
many times. To overcome this computational inefﬁciency,
we propose an exact enumeration algorithm for rule sets by
extending the ﬁltered search so that we can avoid searching
same solution candidates multiple times. Here, we note that
the exact enumeration is still computationally challenging
even if we use the proposed algorithm because it involves
solving the problem (1) exactly. To summarize, the pros and
cons of the exact enumeration algorithm is as follows:
Pros. The enumeration is exact, i.e., it is 1-correct.
Cons. It is computationally expensive.
First, we make the following two assumptions. Here, for
notational convenience, for a model m, we denote a model
whose support is supp(m) ∪ P by mP for P ⊆ T . If P =
{tj }, we write as mP = mj .
A1. The function f (m) is submodular, i.e., f (tj |m) ≥
f (tj |m ) holds whenever supp(m) ⊆ supp(m ) and
tj ∈ T \ supp(m ), where f (tj |m) := f (mj ) − f (m).

Correctness We prove the correctness of Algorithm 2.
The correctness follows from the fact that a subumodular
function is bounded above by its modular approximation.
Lemma 6 (Nemhauser and Wolsey 1978). For any submodular function f and for any model m ∈ FT , we have

f (tj |m ), (8)
f (m) ≤ f (m ) +

A2. If m ∈ FT , m ∈ FT holds whenever supp(m ) ⊆
supp(m) ⊆ T .
A1 requires the objective function to be submodular, which
is essential for correct ﬁltered search. A2 requires the model
space FT to be down-monotone, which is true, e.g., when

tj ∈supp(m)\supp(m )
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Algorithm 2 Exact Enumeration Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

of the proposed algorithms, and present some advantages
of model enumeration. In the experiments, we considered
the following three settings: (S1) Rule List (1-correct) that
uses Algorithm 1 with CORELS as Algα ; (S2) Rule Set
((1 − 1/e)-correct) that uses Algorithm 1 with a greedy
method as Algα ; (S3) Rule Set (1-correct) that uses Algorithm 2. In the experiments, Algorithm 1 was implemented in Python 3.5, while Algorithm 2 was implemented
in C. To evaluate the algorithms, we used two classiﬁcation
datasets of categorical data: COMPAS (Larson et al. 2016)
and Mushroom (Lichman 2013).

Insert the initial model m = ∅ into the heap.
M←∅
while the heap is not empty do
Extract m from the heap.
if h(m) = 0 then
/* output m as the k-th solution m(k) */

M ← M ∪ {m}

/* terminate when a certain condition is met */

if Terminate(M) is True then
break
end if
else

COMPAS Dataset We used COMPAS dataset distributed
at the github repository (Larus-Stone 2017). It comprises
19 categorical attributes of individual people, relating their
criminal history, with a total of 6,489 training samples and
721 test samples. The task is binary classiﬁcation, where the
positive category y = 1 indicates that the individual recidivate within two years.
For learning rule lists with CORELS, we used the predeﬁned set of itemsets T in the github repository which consists of 155 itemsets. For learning rule sets, we prepared another set TP ⊆ T where if t ∈ TP then t ⊆ x ∧ y = 1 is held
for at least 50% of the samples satisfying t ⊆ x in the training set, i.e., t ⊆ x indicated y = 1 with 50% conﬁdence. We
used TP instead of T because we were interested in characterizing the positive category in the formulation (6), and
none of the itemsets other than TP were useful for this.
Figure 2 shows the results on the two settings (S1) and
(S2). The result on (S3) is omitted because it was identical
with (S2). Examples of learned rule models are shown in
Figure 1. For CORELS, we used the conﬁgurations recommended in the github repository with regularization parameter ρ = 0.015. We set the length of the rule sets to be I = 2.
Rule list enumeration stopped after 40 models because at
that point the heap became empty, i.e., |Mall | = 40. For
the rule sets, we enumerated the top-50 models. The ﬁgures
show that the models were enumerated in descending order
of their objective function values both on (S1) and (S2). We
note that, although only (1 − 1/e)-correctness was expected
to the setting (S2), it attained the exact enumeration in this
experiment (Figure 2(b)), and hence its result got identical
with (S3). These results conﬁrm the correctness of the proposed algorithms. Figure 2(c) shows that, for both (S1) and
(S2), ﬁrst few models attained comparative test accuracies
with the optimal models. That is, there were several different models of almost equal quality.

/* branch the search space */

for j = max{j; tj ∈ supp(m)} + 1, . . . , J do
Insert mj into the heap.
end for
end if
end while

whenever supp(m ) ⊆ supp(m) ⊆ T .
Theorem 7. Algorithm 2 is 1-correct.
Proof. Necessity: Recall that h(m(k) ) = h(m() ) = 0 holds
for enumerated models m(k) and m() . Consider the step at
which m(k) is output. Then, there are two possible situations: either m() is in the heap or it is not.
In the ﬁrst case, f (m(k) ) ≥ f (m() ) holds by the deﬁnition of the heap.
In the second case, there exists an m in the heap such
that m() is obtained from branches of m , which is assured
by Assumption A2. Here, we note that f (m(k) ) ≥ f (m ) +
h(m ) holds by the deﬁnition of the heap. Moreover, because
m() is branched from m , supp(m ) ⊂ supp(m() ) holds
and we have that

f (tj |m )
f (m() ) ≤ f (m ) +
tj ∈supp(m() )\supp(m )

≤ f (m ) +

max

P ⊆T :mP ∈FT



f (tj |m )

tj ∈P

≤ f (m ) + h(m ),

(9)

which implies f (m(k) ) ≥ f (m() ). Here, we have used
Lemma 6 for the ﬁrst inequality and the critical admissibility
of the heuristic function for the last inequality.
Sufﬁciency: Let k = argmink∈[|M|] f (m(k) ). Consider
the step at which m(k) is extracted from the heap. If f (m) >
f (m(k) ), the search must reach the model m before step k
because of the necessity and the fact that Algorithm 2 is
complete, i.e., the search graph of Algorithm 2 is strongly
connected. Hence, m ∈ M.

6

Mushroom Dataset The Mushroom dataset comprises 22
categorical attributes of 8,124 different mushrooms. The
task is binary classiﬁcation into the categories poisonous
(positive, y = 1) and edible (negative, y = 0). For the purpose of evaluation, we randomly split the samples into 6,499
(80%) training samples and 1,625 (20%) test samples.
To prepare the set of itemsets T , we used emerging pattern mining (Komiyama 2017) with winning rate = 0.9. By
applying this technique to the positive category, we obtained
a set TP with |TP | = 69. Here, if t ∈ TP then t ⊆ x ∧ y = 1

Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the proposed algorithms. Speciﬁcally, we conﬁrm the correctness
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Figure 2: [Results for COMPAS dataset] Figures (a) and (b) are the results on the two setting (S1) Rule List (1-correct) that
uses Algorithm 1 with CORELS as Algα , and (S2) Rule Set ((1 − 1/e)-correct) that uses Algorithm 1 with a greedy method
as Algα , respectively. Figure (c) is the test accuracy of enumerated models.
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Figure 3: [Results for Mushroom dataset] Figures (a) and (b) are the results on the two settings (S2) Rule Set ((1−1/e)-correct)
that uses Algorithm 1 with a greedy method as Algα , and (S3) Rule Set (1-correct) that uses Algorithm 2, respectively. Figure
(c) is the test accuracy of the enumerated models using the exact algorithm.
is held for more than 90% of the samples satisfying t ⊆ x in
the training set. We then used TP to learn rule lists.
Figure 3 shows the results on (S2) and (S3). The result
on (S1) is omitted because there was a memory issue in
CORELS: too much memory was required and the optimal
rule list was not found. In the experiment, we set the length
of the rule sets to be I = 4. Figure 3(a) shows that the output
of (S2) were not enumerated in an exact order. However, it
is important to note that the (1 − 1/e)-correctness was still
kept as expected. By contrast, in (S3), the models were enumerated in an exact order, as shown in Figure 3(b). From the
results, we observed three important ﬁndings.

We note that the observations 1 and 3 show advantages of
model enumeration that we can obtain several different models of almost equal quality. Obtaining these models can be
useful when (i) users want to choose a model that is particularly suited to their task knowledge, or (ii) users want to
obtain several possible mechanisms that could be underlying
the data to use as hypotheses for further scientiﬁc studies.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed algorithms for enumerating rule lists and rule sets with different supports. In addition, we have proved that these algorithms can enumerate
the models in descending order of their objective function
values, both approximately and exactly. The experimental
results then conﬁrmed the correctness of the enumeration
algorithms. In the experiments, we also found that, by using the enumeration algorithms, we were able to ﬁnd several
different models of almost equal quality.
One important problem remains open. That is, how one
can ﬁnd a good model out of enumerated ones. Naively
checking all the models would be practically too exhaustive for users. It is therefore important to design an efﬁcient
strategy for identifying a single good model.

1. There were four models whose objective function values
were equally one. That is, these models could explain the
training data equally well. This result implies that, by focusing only on a single optimal model, we may overlook
other possible explanations of data, which is not favorable from the data mining perspective. The result shows
that we can aid this risk by enumerating models.
2. 40 models out of 50 enumerated models coincided between the outputs of (S2) and (S3). That is, the approximate enumeration (S2) could goodly mimic the output of
the exact enumeration (S3). This result indicates that the
approximate enumeration can be a pragmatic alternative
of the exact enumeration when the problem size is large
and the exact enumeration takes too much time.
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3. The enumerated models sometimes attained better test accuracy than the optimal models, as shown in Figure 3(c).
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